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in'. I am not suggesting that hypotheses, speculation
and interpretation should be proscribed, but they
might well be relegated to footnotes.

Middlewood Hospit4
P.O. Box 134
Sheffield 6.

DEAR Sm,

It is not easy to see the point of Dr. Orme's
comment on our paper on the EEG and personality.
If we had not referred to his paper with McAdam
then there would have been some justification for his
drawing attention to its results and indeed for claiming
a priority which we do not dispute. But, in fact, in
our recent paper we have referred to this earlier
work in the field and mentioned its results. It is
true that we did not quote from it in extenso, nor did
we further discuss its relevance to our findings since
our paper dealt with normal subjects, whereas his
subjects were chronic alcoholics. These are very
different populations, and generalizations cannot
readily be made between them except as the result of
actual investigations of the kind that we have under
taken.

Moreover, as well as using per cent. time alpha, we
also measured rate of change of potential (r.c.p.),
alpha amplitude and alpha frequency. It is worth
pointing out that since 1954 methods of EEG
analysis have advanced considerably in accuracy
and scope with improvements in electronics, re
cording and computing techniques. The nature of
the EEG is better understood, and such experiments
as ours, we hope, will lead to further understanding
ofits significance. Methods ofassessment of personality
have also developed beyondkhe controlled interview
technique employed by Dr. Orme at that time.

However, it is when Dr. Orme discusses hypotheses
and counter speculations that he becomes harder to
follow. Does he really believe that scientists should
present data unencumbered by reasons for collecting
these data in the first place or interpretation of them
once they have been gathered ? To do so could be
meaningless, confused and haphazardâ€”in a word,
useless. We wonder what Popper would make of his
suggestion of the relegation of hypotheses to footnotes.

We fully support the plea for large fact-finding
surveys, but also look eagerly for further theoretical
syntheses, small scale experiments and replications
of previous work. By a strictly quantitative investi
gation we have found in normal subjects an inverse
relationship between extraversion and alpha preva
lence and amplitude. That McAdam and Orme
inferred from their investigation of chronic alcoholics
a similar relationship strengthens both cases. It

remains true, however, that contradictory findings
have been published, and the complex area of
personality correlates of the EEG still required both

J. E.Osaix. factualandtheoreticalclarification.
Finally, Dr. Orme feels that he â€˜¿�isbeing taken on

an essentially circular tour'. We suggest that his
tour has an added dimension and corresponds to the
spiral progress of science.

ANNE BROADHURST.
A. GLASS.

The problem of nomenclature in studies of so
called â€˜¿�attemptedsuicide' has certain affinities with
migraine : both are recurrent, are associated with
headache, and induce difficulties of focusing clearly.

The only point on which everyone seems to be
agreed is that the existing term â€˜¿�attemptedsuicide'
is highly unsatisfactory, for the excellent reason that
the great majority of patients so designated are not
in fact attempting suicide. Numerous alternative
terms have been proposed; none has found general
acceptance. Yet we feel that the problem remains as
urgent as ever and requires another effort at solution.
The case against misleading nomenclature in psy
chiatry and the havoc it causes, especially to non
psychiatrists, presumably does not have to be argued.

Of the various proposals, that recently advanced
by Professor Kessel (:965) has attracted most
interest; he suggests â€˜¿�deliberateself-poisoning' and
â€˜¿�deliberate self-injury'. This suggestion seems to us
to fail for several reasons.

I . The patient may be deliberately self-poisoned,
yet outside the group generally regarded as â€˜¿�attemp
ted suicide', as with a patient on an LSD â€˜¿�trip'or
just plain drunk.

2. The patient may be free of all toxicological
evidence of poisoning yet still be within the group of
â€˜¿�attemptedsuicides', as might arise with a patient on
double-blind drug trial who takes a number of
placebo tablets with the clear intention of poisoning
himself. (This point is important as a reminder that
the patients' intention may have to be taken into
account in reaching a diagnosis.) To label patients as
â€˜¿�deliberatelyself-poisoned' who are not poisoned in
the generally accepted pharmacological sense would
seem to be heading for yet more confusion.

Both : and 2 above are in essence pointing to the
ambiguity of the word â€˜¿�poisoning'.
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DEAR Sm,
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